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**Ephemera**
- Lincoln General Hospital ephemera. E 1586

**Manuscripts**
- Civil War letter "Charles to his father", 1862 Aug. 17. MS 425

**Pamphlets**
- Bernardine Wiget, S.J. and the St. Aloysius Civil War hospital in Washington, D.C. P 3548

**Photos**
- Army staff in front of Mt. Pleasant Army Hospital, ca. 1862. CHS 10519
- Campbell Hospital near Washington during Civil War, ca. 1865. CHS 00417
- Campbell U.S. General Hospital (Civil War), ca. 1864. KC0204.PR.AG.L.F.
- Civil War Hospital Near Washington, ca. 1863. KC1488.PH.AG.M.U.
- Cliffburne Hospital (Civil War), ca. 1862. KC0098.PR.AG.E.F.
- Convalescent soldiers in Carver Hospital during the Civil War, ca. 1862-1865. CHS 04769
- Finley U.S. General Hospital (Civil War), ca. 1864. KC0722.PR.AG.L.F.
- Harewood Hospital (Civil War), ca. 1864. KC0133.PR.AG.L.F.
- House at 600 G Street, S.E. (thought to have been used as a Civil War Hospital), ca 1864. KC0097.PR.AG.L.F.
- Interior of the Union Hotel Hospital, ca. 1861-1865. JL 0661
- Lincoln Hospital (Civil War), ca. 1864. KC0119.PR.AG.L.F.
- Mount Pleasant Hospitals, ca. 1864. KC0554.PR.AG.L.F
- Sketch of Civil War hospital on E near 6th Street NW, ca. 1859-1863. CHS 02481
- Union Hotel in 2900 block of M street NW, U. S. General Hospital during Civil War, ca. 1863-1867. CHS 02182
- Van Dervorken home on Little Falls Road in Arlington, Virginia. Used as a Civil War hospital, ca. 1960. CHS 05171
- View east to Capitol of Civil War Armory Square Hospital, on Mall between 5th and 7th Streets, ca. 1867. CHS 00127

**Books**